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Because you do not accept what you are, an immortal being having a creative experience with

body, you cannot find that which you seek so desperately. Your misteachings about sexuality and

God keep you from integrating sexual energies with God energies in any meaningful way, and so

the path to heaven on earth through blissful sexual union eludes you to a great extent.The sexual

energies of the ego are leading you to a dark and dangerous precipice, and we wish to call you

back - back to love and the loving, kind, fulfilling, and glorifying expressions of spiritual love, your

true salvation. We are here to teach the way to divine bliss, and we know you are scared - scared to

lie naked caressing your lover with rapt attention and honor. We know you are scared to kiss and

kiss and connect, to feel such deep connection and pleasure that the ego starts to get very nervous,

sensing the threat to the wellguarded and limited access to your heart that it deems to be safe. We

have never seen more hurt and lonely people anywhere than on this planet at the moment. You are

all in such a state that we have come from far and wide, from different times and places, to teach

you how to relieve the deep suffering you are in. And indeed, it is in the bedroom, in your

relationship to yourself, your lover, and God, that these hurts began. You cannot lead a passionless

day and have a passion-filled night; it will not happen. Give love all day, and you will be guaranteed

to receive love all night. The divine sexual experience connects you, God, and your lover - if you

have one - together in a divine dance of bliss. - Ananda through Tina Louise Spalding Topics

Include: How We Came to Misunderstand Sexual Energy Using Divine Sex Energy Specific Steps

and Sensations Blocks to Transformation A Transformed View of Sex and Sexual Energy Following

the Path to Transformation Reaping the Harvest
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This book is not only enjoyable, it is also important. There were many things I found wrong in the

books I have previously read about Tantra, or love in a spiritual context. I guess too many inherited

misunderstandings have been repeated instead of just going right to the core for the information we

need. There was not a single line in this book that I did not understand or felt was wrong. But it is

also a very challenging experience to read it because it shows how simple and pure life can be and

it is hard to see all the things we do wrong. I have been wanting to learn these things for long time

and I'm very greatful for the many lessons in this wonderful book.

This book offered me a great deal of information and inspiration about love, sexuality and the culture

in which we live and its problems regarding this subject. A must read for anyone who wants more

passion in their life and wants to understand why this is sucj a powerful subject. I have read a lot of

spiritual books. This is up there with the best!

I'm new to a different point of view concerning God. The title is not what I expected God to approve.

I'm open to reading and observing others views concerning our creator. I'm half way through most of

it is common sense. I hope for all to read and learn to make the world a better place.

I'm more than half way through the book, and I've already come to see that is it is MUCH more than

meets the Eye (referring to the Title). There's so much material relating to how we must open up to

LOVE in general, and from what I've perceived so far, it's starts first inside of ourselves. And in

learning to love and have a relationship with ourselves we are also loving and developing

relationship God and ALL other beings, and everything else that God Creates. It is then that we are

prepared for the Bliss that is to be found in a Divine Relationship with God, others and ultimately

demonstrated with a Loving Partner. And as far as the Word Sex is concerned....I've come to see it

as Much More than an intimate physical act between 2 people. I have read in another very well

known book that the word SEX can also be an Acronyn for the Following: Synergistic Energy

eXchange. And in what I've read so far, that concept would also seem to be validated here in this

book as well.

This is one of the best studies I have ever undertaken. This writing best answered my questions

about sex within spirituality. All of the content felt true and very loving to me. It will be a profound life

changer for the diligent seeker on the awakening path. Thank you Tina and Ananda!



I love it that this book tells me where I am at in my consciousness in down to earth words. I can see

myself without condemning or judging & needing to be defensive. This material & series of books is

a gem

Essential reading legions of depth every one should have a copy

Fantastic book about self-empowerment.
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